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Abstract
To travel through Europe using intermodal sustainable mobility is becoming increasingly popular. Travellers want to be flexible and
therefore they need reliable door-to-door information about available sustainable transport offers. The AlpInfoNet project aimed to
provide travellers with comprehensive information about sustainable transport modes beyond regional and national borders and to
address them through smart channels that provide information when needed.
AlpInfoNet did not create a new information platform, but rather improved and connected already existing information systems and
platforms in transport and tourism in order to facilitate the accessibility of the Alpine Space and the local mobility for users. With the
support of the Alpine Convention, partners from Austria, France, Germany, Italy and Slovenia were working on identifying
requirements and solutions for an alpine wide network with cross-border and non-discriminatory information about sustainable
mobility offers. The integrated system will be implemented and tested in several pilot regions in the Alpine Space in order to
elaborate the Sustainable Mobility Information Network for the future.

Relevance
Lacking information about public transport is often an obstacle for travellers to use public transport at all. This is an even bigger
challenge when travelling by sustainable transport modes to and within destinations in the Alpine Space, where often cross-border
information is needed.
With the involvement of technical and political key actors from transport, tourism and environment, it is guaranteed that technical
and political obstacles on the way to the implementation of AlpInfoNet in several pilot regions can be solved and long-lasting results
be achieved. In the AlpInfoNet project it was very important to get to know all relevant stakeholders from tourism and transport and
bring them together. Often tourism data and systems are organized very decentral, on the other hand transport data and transport
information systems are often organized in a central way (or iwith few organizations).
To adress and involve political actors is of very high importance due to the fact that transport and timetable data is often controlled
by ministries or the state.

Key Achievements
The project AlpInfoNet can present following achievements:
- AlpInfoNet website and project flyer in five languages to inform the relevant stakeholders and interested audience about the project
- 5 pilot regions with implemented transnational Sustainable Mobility Information Network serving as good practise examples
- Various stakeholder meetings and workshops with transport and tourism providers in order to connect MIS and TIS and guarantee
a "long-term-solution"
- AlpInfoNet toolbox. The “AlpInfoNet Toolbox” includes detailed specifications of many different
technical solutions that can be helpful for enhancing and improving existing ISs, as
well as for building connections between two or more of these systems.
Tools are for example: Smart Links (Static links simply direct the user to relevant information on the linked website,
while smart links lead the user to a web service on another website in a smart way); Journey planner Widgets (configurable small
area to be displayed on a third-party website eg. hotel website); Time Table Completion.
- High valuable Handbook for transport and tourism operators ("Better informed, better travel - towards a sustainable mobility
information network") summarizing the project's results adressing further regions to adapt the solutions developed in the pilot
regions
- Public Final Conference presenting the major findings and outcomes of the AlpInfoNet project in Prien am Chiemsee (D)
- Short AlpInfoNet film/promotion video

Lessons Learnt
The main lessons learnt in AlpInfoNet were that it is not easy to create a Sustainable Mobility Information Network for the whole
Alpine Space. The five participating heterogenous countries are on (very) different levels with their national information systems
regarding legal and technical requirements. The regional, local and national stakeholders in tourism and transport needed to be
convinced and involved with high communication effort. Project partners not only from public side (ministries etc.) but from private
companies (eg tourism associations or transport providers) could have helped the project a lot from the beginning, with a PPP
(public private partnership) not only AlpInfoNet but also oither european projects would have a better implementantion. A PPP is
very preferable. But nevertheless the key factors for success where the experienced strong partnership which was a good mixture of
political and public actors as well as from science which covered a large part of the Alpine Space.

Replication / Roll out
The project results are relevant to wider parts of the Alpine Space because AlpInfoNet developed and implemented not one single
solution but developed, implemented and tested various "tools" in the five transnational pilot regions: Lake Constance, Lake
Chiemsee, East Tyrol, Province of Gorizia and Goriska, Piemonte and Provence-Alpes-Cote-d'Azur and Rhone-Alpes. The
AlpInfoNet results can perfectly be applied to other areas beyond the partner regions by using the tool of the created "toolbox": The
AlpInfoNet toolbox includes detailed specifications of many different technical solutions that can be helpful for enhancing and
improving existing information systems, as well as for building connections between two or more of these systems. All these
techniques fit with each other and any organisation interested in providing people with better information about sustainable mobility,
they can pick up from this toolbox just the most helpful and suitable solutions according to the individual organisational, financial and
technical framework conditions. The modular system, a broad spectrum ranging from easily implementable techniques to more
complex solutions, is designed to encourage beginners to embark on the first step towards better information about sustainable
mobility and, at the same time, to stimulate advanced stakeholders and regions to further improve and implement even more
user-friendly solutions.

